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The Double-Egg Water Vortex
The simplest, most beautiful and effective way to purify water at home

The Double-Egg Water Vortexer
This is truly 21st century eco-technology: a beautiful and effective vehicle for transforming ordinary water into a powerful, healing medium, allowing water to do its ultimate, uplifting service. No motors, magnets or electricity; just a simple method of allowing water to reach its
highest potential; simplest = best.
Our bodies need the highest quality water in order to counter the increasing level of pollutants
in our environment. The action of the vortex opens the door to a specific level of vibrational
energy in the etheric, which cancels out the lower energy vibrations the water may have been
carrying. The Double-Egg Vortexer lowers the water's pH, cools, cleans out pollution, and restructures water more powerfully than other water vorticising methods. It makes quantum
water.
The power of this device comes from the egg-shape which creates a powerful vortex throughout the whole chamber, transforming the whole water body coherently (the special characteristic of an egg), bringing it up to a balanced optimum energy level — one egg producing yang
energy, the other, yin.
Nature uses the egg shape to bring forth and nourish life. It is the only shape which allows
contained water to circulate naturally, without any help. The ancients understood this, using
egg-shaped vessels to keep liquids fresh and pure. The geometric construction of the egg
shape derives from sacred geometric laws — i.e. the Golden Mean or phi ratio. This device took
Ralf Rossner ten years to develop.
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Viktor Schauberger developed an egg-shaped springwater machine that produced 'ennobled
water' with healing qualities. He said that an egg with the pointy egg down radiated energy
outwards (outbreath), whereas one with the blunt end down is drawing into itself (inbreath).
While the whole water body in the upper egg produces and projects energy, the filaments of
the water, accelerated, compressed and chaoticised in the neck, are restructured in the complementary lower one, flowing down the egg walls, well up in a fountain to the centre, again as
a whole, bringing the water to a state of integrity and coherence. The turbulence in the neck
prepares the water for more effective energy-raising in the lower egg.
Alternating right and left spins allows the water body's energy to build up each time (Schauberger's 'energy cannon'). This is an old-age technique practised by alpine farmers to potentise
their liquid fertilisers. It is also similar to the method-of potentising homeopathic remedies.
The eggs are hand-blown by highly skilled glass workers, from expensive potash crystal glass
material, free of heavy metals, and assembled into matching pairs; each is unique and,
through breath, given life.

Tips for using the Double Egg Water Vortexe
1. Made of high quality lead-free crystal glass, it obviously needs to be treated with care and
respect. The egg shape makes it more robust to knocks, but will not stop it shattering if
dropped on the floor. When not in use, keep in protected corner. Discourage children from
handling i
2. For safety, always keep the eggs attached, standing on the cork ring (or in the cradle) in a
safe place. It's not a bad idea to have both. The cork ring is convenient to use, but the cradle
is more secure, especially for the large eggs which are heavy, or for the small if you transport
them. Lift the eggs from the cradle holding the plastic neck and lower egg.
3. Always pick up the eggs carefully with both hands and place on the cork ring, holding the
full egg and the neck; be most careful with the large eggs. It's hard to get a good vortex going
without the cork ring.
4. When you fill the lower egg, place the other egg on the cork ring for safety until you can
put them together, one in each hand, as they are precious objects. Avoid picking them up with
cold or wet hands.
5. The eggs are individually hand blown — one may be larger. Check which egg is harder to
detach from the collar, or else the larger egg, and tie a piece of coloured wool or a small coloured elastic band around its neck. This will be the one that you fill (it will be less likely to detach, unexpectedly from the collar). Gently twist the upper egg out of the plastic neck, which
will gradually become the easier side of the neck to release. Place the upper egg on the cork
ring for safety (it could roll off a flat counter), so that you can fill the larger egg ready for vorticising.
6. To make a good vortex, place the eggs on the cork ring, the full one uppermost. Quickly
twist the top egg circularly to the right a couple of times to create a right hand vortex. Upend
the eggs and repeat, twisting to the left (alternate spins follows an ancient principle in'potentising).
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7. Vorticising four times in each direction will raise the energy sufficiently for most people.
The energy is raised higher the more times you vorticise. Beware drinking too highly energised
water before your body is ready for it. Keep the eggs in a cool place. Water retains its quality
under 9°C.
8. Water maintains its connection to other water. Ralf Rossner (the inventor) found that, not
only did the water in the vortex change but, with regular practice,Jne realised that a change
also occurred in his own bodily fluids — the 'instrument' of the whirling, observing person. He
says that, while holding the whirling eggs close to our body we can, if we choose, consciously
give our attention and concern to the water — prayerfully blessing and showing gratitude for
the ritual of energy-raising of the source of all life.
• A simple and beautiful method of transforming ordinary water into a powerful, healing medium by means of two interlocking hand-made crystal egg-shaped spheres
• Works by twisting & gravity, producing a powerful vortex in the upper chamber; the complementary lower chamber restructures and reenergises the water to a higher energy level
• The egg is the only shape in which water circulates naturally. This ensures that the whole
water body is coherently transformed
• The simple action makes the water more alkaline, raises surface tension and cools. It transforms pollutants into harmless substances
• The eggs stand on a stable cork ring to make it easy to initiate a vortex in the desired direction (by simple wrist twisting). They may also be housed in a secure wooden cradle, esp. the
large (weight) or the small (portability)
• The water is energised by simply inverting the eggs (like in an hour glass) the number of
times appropriate for your own needs
• The Double Egg Vortexer has been shown by dowsers to raise the water energy to a higher
quantum level than other water vorticising methods

Instructions for the Double Egg Water Vortexer
1. The simplicity of this device belies its effectiveness. You've chosen one of the most powerful
ways of producing living or quantum water, which is also a beautiful work of art.
2. Made of high quality lead-free crystal glass, it obviously needs to be treated with care and
respect. The egg shape makes it more robust to knocks, but will not stop it shattering if
dropped on the floor. The eggs are individually hand blown — one may be slightly larger.
3. We mark with an elastic band the egg that you fill. If the other egg is stiff (it may have an
air lock), sit down, with one hand hold firmly the marked egg between your legs (in your
groin) and with your other hand wiggle the outside egg round until it releases; this is not about
strength, more about teasing. (If necessary, after they're apart, lubricate the exposed end of
the collar with a little olive oil)
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4. Always pick up the eggs carefully with both hands and place on the cork ring, holding the
marked, full egg and the neck, or both eggs; be particularly careful with the large eggs as they
can seem awkward. It's hard to get a good vortex going without the cork ring.
5. For safety, always keep the eggs attached, standing on the cork ring or in the cradle in a
safe place. Discourage children from handling them. The cork ring is convenient to use, but the
cradle (though not essential) is more secure, especially for the large, heavier eggs, or for any
of them if you transport them. Lift the eggs from the cradle holding the plastic neck and the
full egg, but from the cork stand an egg in each hand.
6. When you fill the marked egg, place the other egg on the cork ring for safety until, one in
each hand, you can put them together. As they are precious objects, please don't pick them up
with cold or wet hands, or if the glass is wet.
7. To make a good vortex, place the eggs on the cork ring, the full one uppermost. Twist the
top egg vigorously in a circular movement to the right a couple of times to create a right hand
vortex. Upend them and repeat, twisting to the left. Alternating spin direction follows an ancient principle in potentising and in raising energy. (Schauberger)
8. Vorticising four times in each direction will raise the energy sufficiently for most people.
Each time you top up, vorticise again 6-8 times. The energy is raised higher the more times
you vorticise. Best not to drink too highly energised water before your body is ready for it.
Keep the eggs in a cool place out of direct sunlight. Water retains its quality under 9°C. Decant
from the egg into a glass jug in the fridge. You might consider standing this jug on a magnetic
coaster to make the water's hydrogen more available to your body. (Vorticised water keeps
best In the Water Egg: see website.)
9. Water maintains its connection to other water. Ralf Rossner (the inventor) found that, not
only did the water in the vortex change, but he realised that a change also occurred in his own
bodily fluids — the 'instrument' of the whirling, observing person. He says that, while holding
the whirling eggs close to our body we can, if we choose, consciously give our attention and
concern to the water — prayerfully blessing and showing gratitude for the ritual of energyraising of the source of all life.
10. If you are unfortunate to break one egg of a pair, return the other to us and we'll get itpaired up with a suitable replacement for half the price of both (+P&P)11. The upper egg vortex produces & projects energy (outbreath/yang). Compressed water
filaments, chaoticised in the neck, are restructured in the complementary lower one, flowing
down the egg walls, they well up in a fountain to the centre, bringing the water to a state of
integrity and coherence (inbreath oryin). The'egg shape treats the water body as a whole.
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